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The Scarlet Letter, novel by Nathaniel Hawthorne, published in The work centers on Hester Prynne, a married woman
who is shunned after bearing a.

Increase Mather , a powerful leader of the early Massachusetts Bay Colony. With him are ministers Wilson
and Dimmesdale. The more society strives to keep out wayward passion, the more it reinforces the split
between appearance and reality. Hester believes herself a widow, but her husband, Roger Chillingworth,
arrives in New England very much alive and conceals his identity. His novel, The Scarlet Letter, can be
analyzed from historical, psychological and feminist critical perspectives by examining his life from the past,
as well as his reflections while writing The Scarlet Letter. John Eliot c. While the manga kept the traditional
black and white artwork, it highlighted the scarlet 'A' in the text by colorizing only this image on pages.
Burdened with the sin, Arthur's health deteriorates. Years later Hester returns to New England, where she
continues to wear the scarlet letter. One can often return to it; it supports familiarity and has the inexhaustible
charm and mystery of great works of art. He was a Puritan minister involved with the government of the
colony, and also the Salem Witch Trials. The shunning of Hester also extends to Pearl, who has no playmates
or friends except her mother. Hester herself is revealed to be a self-reliant heroine who is never truly repentant
for committing adultery with the minister; she feels that their act was consecrated by their deep love for each
other. Chan, art by Sunneko Lee. On Election Day, Dimmesdale gives what is called one of his most inspired
sermons. He applies psychological pressure to the minister because he suspects Dimmesdale is Pearl's father.
He commits his life to the revenge, and once his victim, Arthur Dimmesdale, dies, his life is purposeless, and
he dies soon after him, leaving, as a gesture of atonement, a rich succession to Pearl. He hopes to contribute to
understanding of American's heritage and its history. Hawthorne was born on July 4, in Salem, Massachusetts.
In the end, Chillingworth is morally degraded by his monomaniacal pursuit of revenge. Because of the social
shunning , she spent her life mostly in solitude and would not go to church. Hester, shocked by Dimmesdale's
deterioration, decides to obtain a release from her vow of silence to her husband. A 2,copy second edition
included a preface by Hawthorne dated March 30, , that stated he had decided to reprint his Introduction
"without the change of a word Such helpfulness was found in herâ€”so much power to do, and power to
sympathizeâ€”that many people refused to interpret the scarlet A by its original signification. Although he will
not confess it publicly, he is the father of her child. She is required to wear a scarlet "A" on her dress when she
is in front of the townspeople to shame her. But as the procession leaves the church, Dimmesdale climbs upon
the scaffold and confesses his sin, dying in Hester's arms. Statements consisting only of original research
should be removed. Furthermore, he goes so far in his vengeance that he books the same ship so that he can
spoil every hope for Hester and Arthur's better life. Originally sparked by the Industrial Revolution, it was a
response to the political and social conditions of the time as well as a challenge to the new type of scientific
exploration and rationalization of everyday life. Eventually, personal integrity is able to break free from social
control. This represents the constant state Dimmesdale finds himself in. He is much older than she is and had
sent her to America while he settled his affairs in Europe.


